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USA TODAY bestselling author Antoinette Stockenberg spins love, family, and a touch of magic into a lighthearted,

richly drawn tale that tugs at the heart and leaves the reader laughing and wanting more. TIME AFTER TIME will

appeal to fans of authors as diverse as Nora Roberts, Barbara Michaels, Jennifer Crusie and Barbara Freethy.

WHEN A PARTY PLANNER MEETS A PARTY POOPER ...

things will probably not turn out the way either would like. Liz Coppersmith hopes to move beyond kids' parties at

Chuck E. Cheese to planning premier events among the upper crust in Newport, Rhode Island. Her first upscale

client is confirmed bachelor Jack Eastman, who's struggling to keep the family empire afloat and would be just fine

with Chuck E. Cheese. More problematic for Jack are an untrained puppy, two illegitimate toddlers, a runaway

mother and an aging Lothario father. Liz's problems are simpler: an historic mystery, an amnesiac friend, a thief on

the loose and a recurring apparition that may or may not be her imagination.

REVIEWS:

"Master storyteller Antoinette Stockenberg surpasses herself with her newest tale, TIME AFTER TIME ... a richly

rewarding novel filled with wrenching loss, timeless passion and eerie suspense. A novel to be savored."

--Romantic Times
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"All of the elements of a rollicking great read have been expertly blended into this story, from precocious children to

an old skirt-chasing lech. TIME AFTER TIME, as hilarious as it is poignant and heart-tugging, will command center

stage on your keeper shelf. Once again, Antoinette Stockenberg has done a magnificent job."

--I'll Take Romance

"Antoinette Stockenberg is a superb contemporary writer, an author who creates an ambience that is as important as

the character development. She also adds an invaluable sense of humor which appears at unexpected times, leaving

readers loudly laughing. TIME AFTER TIME is that rarest of works -- a satisfying treasure for a vast variety of

palates."

--Affaire de Coeur

"This book [is] a rewarding and gratifying reading experience. This exceptionally talented author has penned a

unique story that spins a touching and sensitive story of love and trust. Throw in a cast of magnificent characters,

and you'll be ready to hold on to this one for another read."

--Rendezvous

"A light and engaging tale of righting past wrongs in class-conscious Newport society."

--Gothic Journal
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